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SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
SITE
CLIENT
ENGINEER
CONSULTANT

- Bahrain
- City Centre
- Majid Al Futtaim (MAF)
- Mott Macdonald
- Shankland Cox

ARCHITECT
PROJECT MANAGER
TREATED AREA

- Woods Bagot
- Mace International
- Water ParK

RADCON #7 lifetime waterproofing holding 2 million

FIGURE 1-3.
The Wahooo! Water Park located on top of the 
Bahrain City Centre .

RADCON #7 lifetime waterproofing holding 2 million 
litres of water above a shopping centre.

Developed by Majid Al Futtaim, creators of the Dubai ski fields, the Wahooo Water Park is without a 
doubt the most anticipated entertainment venue in Bahrain.

RADCON Formula #7 has successfully sealed all water holding areas of this biggest indoor/outdoorRADCON Formula #7 has successfully sealed all water holding areas of this biggest indoor/outdoor 
‘aqua-park’, with wave pools, flow rides, and a host of other aquatic facilities.

EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp
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RADCON #7 for Veolia desalination plant in Oman.

EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE
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FIGURE 1-3.
RADCON #7 treatment for desalination water plant in 
Oman.

The OPW3 Sharqiyah Independent Water Project is a $ 173 million desalination facility, the first of 
this kind in the country.

RADCON Formula #7 has been selected for treatment of its water holding areas spanning some 
60,000 sq meters.

The consultants from Mott MacDonald in Oman were understandably concerned with potability 
characteristics of the bidding waterproofing products and RADCON #7’s approvals from Singapore, 
Australia, Brazil, Spain and Portugal spoke for them selves.

SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
SITE
CLIENT
CONSULTANT
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Oman
- Desalination Water Plant
- Veolia 
- Mott MacDonald, Oman
- Bahwan Building Materials
- 60,000 sq mtrs
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Spanish water utility chooses RADCON #7 for its potable 
water plant.

EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE
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FIGURE 1-3.
RADCON #7 treatment for potable water plant in 
Madrid.

The potable water treatment plant in Majadahonda has been extended several times over some 30 
years of its operation.

It facilitates water supply to Madrid from the Picadas Reservoir and recently underwent 
modernisation of its processes and capacity enlargement in compliance with the local quality 
standards.

RADCON Formula #7 has been widely used on potable water projects around the world due to its 
non toxic and environmentally friendly characteristics.

SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
SITE
CLIENT
DEVELOPER
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Spain
- Potable Water Plant
- Canal de Isabel 
- Sando Constuctions
- Ariadna
- 9,000 sq mtrs











Only 3 months after we visited Mr.
Paulo Andrade for the first time he
sourced an interesting project for
Radcon application.

Brespel is a leather processing
company (www.brespel.com.br), a
partnership of the Rovel Group
(Brazil) Genis & Antel Group (Spain),
operating for more than 25 years in
Brazil.

As an environmentally responsible
company, Brespel takes very good
care of the residues created in
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EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE

FIGURE 1.

Radcon Formula #7 waterproofing
and protection - Brespel waste
water concrete reservoir - Note
the mechanical shovel that
constantly agitates the fluid mass
and creates an abrasion problem
for waterproofing systems but
NOT for Radcon #7.

SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
CLIENT
ENGINEER
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Brazil
- Brespel Wastewater Concrete Reservoir
- Brespel Cia Ind Brasil Espanha
- Mr. Paulo Andrade Aterel
- Impermeabilizacoes Ltda
- 600 sq mtr

the manufacture of their products. They have recently expanded the waste water treatment plant, adding a new concrete
tank, with two more to be constructed in the near future.

Radcon Formula #7 was chosen to waterproof this 1st reservoir.

The product is ideal for the site conditions, and would not be affected by the mechanical shovel used to agitate the fluid
mass.  The existing waste water tanks were previously waterproofed using a polyurethane, these constantly delaminated by
the constant abrasive action caused by the fluid mass movement.

Radcon not only offers protection against mild acid attack it also provides the structure long-term durability.

Click here
for our website



Netherland Engenharia have provided our network with a CD containing all www.radcrete.com.au Information Library,
including the Rama VIII video. The CD offers faster access as no downloads are required and can be used where there is no
Internet access. The Rama VIII video helped Mr. Paulo Andrade on the preparation of the surface (see left) and convincing
Brespel on Radcon’s features.

EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE

FIGURE 2.

Radcon Formula # 7 application – Site was completed in 3
days, it was then filled with waste water. Some leakage was
shown in the first week, the CSH gel created grew through
the concrete pores, capillaries thus cracks and providing a
100% seal – a total success.

FIGURE 3 & 4

Surface preparation -
Radcon was then
applied to the concrete
structure once
thoroughly cleaned

As Brespel is a Brazil / Spain joint venture, the Spanish partners required some site references in Europe. To show them our
product is applied and represented in +45 countries around the world we have asked Mr. Aguado, from Ariadna Entreprise,
SL (Toledo, Spain) to contact Brespel Spain.  Mr. Aguado is the Radcrete distributor in Spain. This showed our client, and
us, the power of global networking.

The next 2 Brespel concrete waste water tanks to be waterproofed and protected with Radcon Formula #7. 

FIGURE 5.

Concrete reservoir operating – A
100% Radcon Formula # 7 successful
application.

Water Holding Vessels cont.
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SITE DETAILS:

COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
CLIENT
ENGINEER
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Brazil
- Elevated Concrete Reservoir
- Frigorific Sao Mateus
- Eng. Paulo Torres
- Netherland Network
- 200 sq mtr

Radcrete Pacific presents: Water Holding Vessels

FIGURE 1.

External view of the elevated concrete reservoir. Radcon
Formula # 7 has been applied to waterproof an area of 200
sq mtr which is under 8 mtr of constant water pressure

Frigorific Sao Mateus is one of the biggest Brazilian pork and beef processors, with a processing capacity of average 10,000
tons a month.

The company’s elevated concrete reservoir, previously waterproofed with asphaltic membranes, was constantly
leaking until the membrane literally slid down along with the mechanical protection.

Radcon Formula #7 was chosen to restore the reservoir as it does not require regularisation of mechanical
protection layers, provides 100% waterproofing and does not affect the potability of the water stored.



EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE
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Water Holding Vessels continued

Netherland Engenharia recommended the reservoir to be fully loaded before commencing application. This was vital to
locate pouring flaws on the walls and the base slab, not visible during inspection. These concrete failures were corrected
before the waterproofing works begun.

As it was an existing concrete reservoir, a Calcium Acetate 10% solution pre-treatment was carried out.

Ancillary products complete the Radcon Formula #7 treatment performance. The drains and penetrations were treated
with a polyurethane membrane, serving as a bridge between metallic and cementitious materials.

FIGURE 2.

Internal view of the reservoir - job was completed in 5 days
and the water tank was released for use.

FIGURE 4.

Concrete pour joint before polyester reinforced
polyurethane treatment

FIGURE 3.

Penetration before polyurethane treatment.
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Rooftop pool protected by RADCON Formula #7 technology.

EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE
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FIGURE 1.
The Al Corniche Hotel Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

The newly erected Al Corniche Hotel in Jeddah solved once and for all any potential waterproofing issues in the 
final stages of the construction.

The hotel is at the centre of the Corniche, a popular waterfront area said to be one of the most spectacular places 
in Saudi Arabia. It features over 400 open air sculptures and the gigantic King’s Fountain, situated opposite the Al-
Salam Palace.

It has an open air rooftop pool, which is exposed to extreme weather conditions. Any leakage present could cause 
serious water damage to the floors below and even disrupt the hotel’s operations.

Isam Kabbani, Radcrete’s Saudi representatives, had the perfect and inexpensive solution for this situation –
RADCON Formula #7. 

The specifiers were doubting this ‘miracle’ product at first but after realising RADCON #7 was the only solution 
claiming to fix any leaking cracks present as well as any future hairline cracking without re-applying the product, 
they gave Isam Kabbani the green light.

RADCON #7 was spray-applied to the rooftop pool concrete surfaces and as confirmed by a successful pond test, 
will be protecting and waterproofing the concrete for the life of the structure.

The product has been available in Saudi Arabia for several years and is building a solid reputation being used on 
landmark projects such as the Al Corniche, Jeddah Shopping Center and the Royal Terminal at the Jeddah 
International Airport.

SITE DETAILS:

COUNTRY
SITE
TREATED AREA
APPLICATOR

- Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
- Al Corniche Hotel
- Swimming pool
- Isam Kabbani Group

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp
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RADCON #7 enters market with pool protection project in 
Kuwait.

EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE
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FIGURE 1-2.
RADCON #7 waterproofing being applied on the pool 
and water feature at Al Faris resort.

SITE DETAILS:

COUNTRY
SITE
APPLICATOR
TREATED AREA

- Kuwait
- Al Faris Resort
- Al Rashed Company
- Pools & Water Feature

Al Faris resort is a sought after holiday spot on the Persian Gulf shore situated approximately 45 
minute drive from the capital Kuwait City. 

The resorts pools and water feature have been treated with RADCON Formula #7 (pictured) last 
year which makes it Al Rashed’s first site in Kuwait.

Al Rashed Company, the local distributor 
and certified applicator of the technology, 
knew RADCON #7 was the ideal product 
for the job considering its superior 
performance under hydrostatic pressure 
and whilst being totally non-toxic in nature.

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp
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